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ABOUT THIS HANDBOOK 
Following a successful pilot project in August 2020, the Migrants Organise 
Community and Organising Programmes came together to offer members  
the opportunity to join weekly online community organising training sessions. 
Starting in January 2021, we learned over the course of 12 sessions about the 
principles of community organising and campaign strategy from team members 
and guest speakers with first hand experience organising, building power,  
and winning.  

This handbook is designed to provide a recap of our discussions and learnings 
from various campaigns and speakers. It is a resource you can come back to  
when planning your own campaign. You will also find a glossary of words and 
concepts we have used throughout our sessions at the end of this handbook. 
We are grateful to Chinyere Ogbue who co-facilitated the sessions, took notes  
and put this handbook together for us.
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I. WHAT IS COMMUNITY ORGANISING? 

1. Purpose + Objectives:
The aim of the twelve weekly sessions was to explore how we build power for 
migrant justice. Run by the Community Programme within Migrants Organise, 
members were given space to learn from one another and introduced to speakers 
who discussed how to build campaigns on the issues affecting us today. 

Our main objectives were to:

• Build confidence of group to take action on issues affecting them now

• Provide opportunities for members to get involved in campaign / organising 
work of Migrants Organise

• Opportunity for members to share skills, build relationships and learn from 
other organisations/campaigns

2. Community Organising – What is it?
Simply put, Community Organising is about changing the world and doing it 
together.  We started by thinking about what kind of world we want to create and 
how it is different to the world we live in presently. Below are some of the ideas 
shared about the ideal worlds versus present world.

As a group, we clearly agreed on what is lacking in the present world. The wishes 
listed for our ideal world seemed like things that we should already have. It felt 
like a world that we should already be living in and yet, we are not. So, how can 
we get to the world that we want?

Through power & collective organising!
Throughout the twelve sessions, we looked at tactics that have been used to 
build power and work towards the ideal word – the equal world, with free access 
to healthcare and education, filled with dignity and justice. To start, we explored 
power. What is power and how does it make us feel?

Capable

Confident Strong

Useful

Power
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3. How to build Relational Power 
The single best way to build relational power is through a one-to-one meeting with 
someone. A one-to-one meeting is just a conversation between two people where 
we don’t just talk about football or the weather, but what motivates us and we 
share our stories. 

Stories are SO important. Sharing compelling stories with new people, and inviting 
them to share their own, makes them feel involved and appreciated, and part of a 
community or movement. 

Use the structure of challenge, choice, outcome to shape your story. It is especially 
important to emphasise the choices you made and the outcomes of these choices. 
It is also important to remember that you do NOT have to share your life story. 
Please see below for questions that might help you think about what story to share 
when attempting to build common ground and relational power. 

Power can be a resourceful thing to have, but it is also important to note, as a 
member shared, that it can intoxicate and when one is not careful, it can destroy.

There are two different types of power: individualistic dominant (example 
– Prime Minister Boris Johnson) versus a collective relational (example – our 
sessions held). How and what power is used for can go on to create either an 
ideal or a destructive world. Therefore, what we want to do as a group is build 
collective power for social change.

POWER IS THE ABILITY TO ACT

Relational Power /
Power With

Dominant Power /
Power Over
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Different Stories -  
what story will most connect to the people  
you are talking to!  

• What is your story of power / where you felt proud?

• When did you feel most comfortable in yourself?

• What is your story of struggle?

• What is your story of leadership?

• What is your story of change?

• What is your story of dreams and ambition?

4. Examples of Collective Power
Collective power is when a group comes together to realise a common goal. 
Members shared their experiences with building collective power:

• Protesting outside the Home Office

• Creating a support system

• Writing blog posts and articles 

Remember: 
While those with dominant power may have access to 
resources, we, when we are relational (coming and 
working together), have ourselves and each other! 
This can lead to strengthening the project, driving 
movement and organising. 
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II. BUILDING A CAMPAIGN
1. Purpose + Objectives:

Week two was focused on thinking about issues that members can take action 
on and creating a power map around these issues. This enables us to build a 
campaign around the selected issue and to think about how it can help us build 
power (and win!).

Objectives:

• To explore how we identify an issue we can take up as an action group

• To choose 4 issues that we feel strongly about

• To complete a ‘power map’ related to one of these issues

• To introduce a road-map for building a campaign from scratch

Maymuna reminded us of the fact that the UK has a shameful colonial history 
wherein permission was never asked before they embarked on their mission, 
therefore we have a right to make demands of the government.

“We are here because you [UK] were there.” 
– Ambalavaner Sivanandan

2. Road-map for campaigns:

... and Win!

2. Identify a common issue -  
an issue that is deeply felt.  
E.g. ending the hostile  
environment.

3. Build a core team.  
This is a smaller group  
from the wider collective.

1. Build relationships -  
who are your people?  
Where are they?

4. Find your target  
(power mapping).  
It is important to  
name them. 5. Agree on strategy,  

tactics and demands –  
what do you want 
to achieve?
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3. Issues:
We discussed how we can identify a common issue which can build our power as 
a group. Sometimes there are so many issues it can be overwhelming.  
We agreed that when selecting an issue to take action on together, the following 
criteria should be met to ensure it will build our collective power: 

We came up with an extensive list of issues in our present world that we wanted 
to tackle. They included:

Be consistent with the organisation values

Be winnable

Be widely felt

Be deeply felt

Be non-divisive for the groups

Result in a real improvement in people’s lives

Have a nameable individual that holds power

Delays in interviews for asylum seekers

Delays in accommodation application and provision

Access to vaccines for undocumented migrants

Access to healthcare – fears around documentation

Governments’ refugee policies

Permission to work for asylum seekers

Poor quality of food in temporary accommodation

7
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We asked how the Home Office was able to get away with these policies listed 
above. It all boils down to the power that they have and exert over the lives of 
undocumented migrants and asylum seekers. 

Some members stated that they do this – delays and such – as part of a punitive 
message to discourage migrants from either making the journey to the UK or to 
frustrate them enough to want to leave. 

4. What next?
As individuals, we have the power to complain; but the process of individual 
complaints has been made so complicated that it actually discourages people 
to take them further. Through the power of collective organising, we can make 
change happen! 

Institutions like the Home Office rely on people not working together, as it is 
easier to do-away with individual concerns. But, as we will see in session three, 
it is ultimately harder to ignore when a group collectively raises their voice and 
takes action! 

8
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III. GUEST SPEAKER:  
       Ahmed Padori

1. Purpose + Objectives:
In week three we were joined by guest speaker 
Ahmed Padori, who shared his experience, skills 
and lessons learned on a housing campaign  
he ran alongside his neighbours. 

Our objective was to:
• Listen and learn from Ahmed
• See what would be applicable to our upcoming campaign

2. The campaign:
Together with his neighbours, Ahmed Padori worked on a housing campaign 
against Barnet Council regarding their poor living conditions. Ahmed shared his 
experience of this type of communal organising, outlining the genesis and the 
results. We learned about the strategies that Ahmed and his neighbours used and 
also those used by the council. One of the primary methods that the council, and 
other institutions (e.g., the Home Office) rely upon is individuals not talking to 
one another and coming together to form a community.  
Barnet Council had told occupants not to talk to one another in order to disrupt 
any form of communal organising that was rising. Fortunately, Ahmed and 
his neighbours remained focused and identified their common / shared issue. 
Their differences – age, ethnicity, gender etcetera – were acknowledged and, 
importantly, they also identified the different skills that core members could 
bring to their campaign. 

“In a group you can win, individually you cannot.”

The council continued to push for the cases to be handled individually, which 
would mean it was easier to dismiss each complaint, but Ahmed and his 
neighbours pushed against this divisive method. Their campaign strategy made 
use of social media in order to shame the council and raise awareness about the 
poor living conditions. Using social media as a tool grabbed the attention of the 
council leadership. As a group, they made a list of demands in order to properly 
structure and communicate what the residents wanted. Through this, they were 
able to tease out their short, mid, and long-term achievable goals. 

In community organising, as Ahmed shared, there are some barriers that can 
come into play and most prominent is language. Ahmed shared the main method 
of working around that barrier, which was encouraging the community to bring 
their children to help with translation. Involving younger people also meant more 
members and thus stronger voices for the campaign. 
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IV. POWER MAPPING

1. Purpose + Objectives:
During week four we focused on the power mapping exercise. We discussed how 
essential it was to figure out the right people to target for our campaign. 

Our primary objectives were:
• To choose 3 issues that the group feels strongly about
• Complete a ‘power map’ related to one of these issues

We understood the structural issue at hand is the policy of a Hostile Environment 
but being able to break it down into bite-size problems made it easier for us to 
tackle. We used the list of issues from session two and we brainstormed some 
more to select 3 primary issues that we can focus on. 

2. Selected issues:

Midway through this session, we had a healthy debate on the necessity of work 
as a way of showcasing integration, individualism and being a ‘good’ migrant.  
We understood that being able to work can give individuals the (financial) 
freedom to live their lives how they see fit, but it is important that we do not tie 
work to the worth of the individual. There are many people, undocumented or 
not, who are unable to work for a multitude of reasons and they are worthy of 
dignity, respect, and access to all support and care available. 

Delays in  
asylum  
interviews

Accommodation 
& food 
provisions

Permission  
to work
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V. COMMUNICATIONS & CAMPAIGNING:   
    Sarah Joynt-Bowe

 
1. Purpose + Objectives

This week, we received another guest speaker who shared a talk on the 
importance of communications when it comes to campaigning. The objectives / 
questions that we would learn included:

• How can we put together messaging for a campaign? 
• What do we need to think about when we are talking to different audiences? 

2. Communications & Campaign
When thinking about the communications strategies used in a campaign, there 
are some basic foundational questions to consider: firstly, why is communications 
important? And secondly, how can we use it to publicise, shift and legitimise our 
campaign? Once we have an understanding of this, there are 3 things to consider 
in thinking about communications strategies: the right channel, finding your 
message, and a clear goal.

THE RIGHT CHANNEL:  
social media, video, newsletters, billboards, actions. It is important to think which 
ways are the best to get your message across. For example, recall how Ahmed 
from session three discussed the importance of social media for their housing 
campaign. In thinking about the right channel, it is key to think about who the 
audience is that you’re trying to reach.

FINDING YOUR MESSAGE:  
Get / To / By – who are we trying to get/reach? What is our goal (to)? In other 
words, what actions are trying to get them to do / get involved with? And lastly, 
How are we reaching them (by)?

SETTING A GOAL:  
this can help us educate our audiences, demonstrate our values, find new 
supporters. Where can we build power together to showcase our values?  
Great communication helps spark people to do something. 

USING YOUR (PERSONAL) STORY: 
A great strategy that forms a lot of effective communication is making it 
personal. And in making it personal, it is important to think about how this can 
be used to reinforce our key messages or demands. How can we show that the 
problems that are being discussed are bigger than one individual? The personal 
story should be the evidence for the need of the campaign. 

Our message / campaign / demands always needs to be clearly 
identifiable and direct.
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Powerful

Not powerful

Disagree Agree

Allies

Support network

Uncommitted

Opponents

Noisy critics

Speaker shares a video montage from MO –  
Question to ponder: What is the message? Who is the audience? What feeling/
emotion does it have / bring? Where would you share the video?

Whenever we think about our core message, it is necessary to put ourselves in 
the shoes of whoever might be the main opponents. Can the message we put 
across can be made into something else by those who oppose our demands?

HOW DOES POWER INFLUENCE OUR MESSAGE?  
Who has the authority? Below is a power map axis that can help in deciding who 
has the right power that is useful for our campaign.  We always want to make 
sure we seek out our allies as they hold the power that can be vital for our 
campaign. Our support networks are also important as they can help elevate 
our message and demands to a wider public.

Using this axis above, we could also think about who our opponents and 
noisy critics might be. But importantly, think about who our allies and support 
networks are! As was highlighted in this session, tailoring our outreach according 
to the people we are reaching out to i.e., advocates, local MPs and so forth,  
is crucial as some might prefer different channels.

Communication touches every part of a campaign. 
Consistency and commitment are necessary for  

the message.

https://firmcharter.org.uk/get-involved/#top-menu
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VI. GUEST SPEAKER: 
      Bhavani Esapathi

1. Purpose + Objectives:
This week we heard from Bhavani Esapathi, a campaigner who fought the Home 
Office against their decision that was detrimental to her health concerns.  
We learned about:

• The strategies that she used
• Who her allies and support network were?
• How she got her message across
 
BHAVANI’S STORY: 

I got a threatening deportation letter from the UK Government as I lay in a 
coma after 5 surgeries awaiting my 6th operation. This led to a 2 year battle, 
170,000+ signatures on Change campaign and numerous reputed political figures 
vouching for reversal of the decision. As I felt ripped of my privacy, my home, my 
healthcare and ultimately my life. It took an extraordinary turn of events for me 
to get life saving surgeries and continue to build the life I have here. This journey 
brought me closer to many more people just like me silenced, never heard & I 
decided to do something about it.

An article about her from The Independent: 
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/home-office-woman-
coma-deportation-bhavani-esapathi-uk-a8919851.html 

https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/home-office-woman-coma-deportation-bhavani-esapathi-uk-a8919851.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/news/uk/home-news/home-office-woman-coma-deportation-bhavani-esapathi-uk-a8919851.html
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VII. GUEST SPEAKER:  
       SOAS Detainee Support Group 

SOAS Detainee Support is a non-hierarchical, grassroots abolitionist group with  
a vision of a world with no borders or incarceration.

Reasons Behind the #StopTheFlights  
Campaign and Scope

• Deportation flights from the UK

• ‘Dublin Deportations’ – removal of people to EU country where they first  
            made asylum claim

• Noticeable increase towards the end of 2020

• Brexit deadline = end of Dublin Convention

• Using the widespread condemnation of the Jamaica 50 flight to raise    
           awareness and illustrate the fundamental issues with the UK’s  
           immigration system and the broader context of deportation flights

#StopThePlane Campaign
• Groups involved: Corporate Watch, Calais Solidarity, BARAC (and more)  
            primarily on Twitter

• The campaign targeted the UK Government and the Home Office, and  
            airlines - primarily TUI and Privilege Style 

• The goal was to shame and pressure airlines into refusing to run  
           deportation flights

• Other airlines have done this previously e.g. Lufthansa

• High profile deportation flight – Jamaica 50

Digital Organising Methods
• Tweet storms - we drafted and sent them to other organisations in   
           the movements and asked them to tweet at a certain time

• Publicly confronting airlines with a history of deportation

• Messaging and direct-messaging pilots

• Limited information, but activists who had tracked deportation flights  
           could make predictions on which airlines would run flights

• Amplifying messages e.g. open letter from Black British public figures

https://soasdetaineesupport.wordpress.com
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Outcomes
• Built and strengthened relationships with other groups in the movement

• Currently preparing a month-long campaign against TUI using digital  
           campaigning tools

• Illustrating the role of commercial airlines in enabling forced deportations

Lessons Learned
• Firefighting – initially responding to a rapidly changing situation, now we  
           are trying to have a more sustainable and planned approach, whilst still  
           being flexible

• Managing uncertainty – public dialogue rather than having all the facts

• Clear goal – having a simple demand/set of demands and message  
           (key messages, to keep people engaged and clear of what you want)

• Coherent messaging / social media ‘voice’ between organisations involved  
           in the campaign

• Sustainability – how do we constantly reflect, and build on what has 
           come before?
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VIII. RETURN OF THE (POWER) MAP

1. Purpose + Objectives:

THE POWER MAP CAME BACK!

This session tied together many of the things we covered from previous weeks. 
Our objectives were to: 

• Select one primary issue from the three we previously selected to turn into  
a campaign

• Decide on some demands and tactics to go with our selected campaign

2. Selecting an issue
In session four, we chose three primary issues: accommodation and food 
provision issues, permission to work, and delays in asylum interviews. During 
that session, we had an excellent conversation about the physical and mental 
impact that these issues can have. 

In order to come to an agreement and select one main issue, we had further 
discussions about the pros and cons for the three issues selected:  

• Some of you asked questions about the impact of good accommodation 
provisions if an asylum application is denied? And it was argued that delays in 
the asylum process is a key issue as it can help to solve the other two issues. 

• We discussed that accommodation problems are a current contentious issue 
that is being addressed through policy changes. The Home Office is feeling 
some pressure in regards to that and Migrants Organise as a charity are 
currently working on providing evidence of poor accommodations.

 

Powerful

Not powerful

Disagree Agree

Allies

Support network

Uncommitted

Opponents

Noisy critics
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Sessions 
on rights 
& legal 
strategies

Contacting 
MPs

Compiling  
medical  
evidence

In the end, we had to select one issue. We chose: 

Delays in the Asylum & Immigration Process

3.  Our Demands

4.  Tactics
Strategy is the headline you want to see
Tactics are steps you take to get to the headline  

We came up with the following tactics as a group: 

We didn’t have time to explore all tactics in detail but you can find a list other 
tactics to consider here :
https://www.aeinstein.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/198-Methods.pdf 

Permission to work 

Increase in financial support

More efficient applications decisions – 3 month maximum

Accessible ways to hold home office accountable

End ongoing psychological torture inflicted on applicants

https://www.aeinstein.org/wp-content/uploads/2014/12/198-Methods.pdf
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IX. GUEST SPEAKER:   
         Aliya From #PatientsNotPassports

1. Purpose + Objectives:
During this week, we looked at the myths and barriers that block access to 
healthcare. A lot of the information we learned came from the #PatientsNotPassports 
campaign. 

Our objectives were to: 

• Learn the differences between primary and secondary care

• Think through what stops people from accessing healthcare

• Think of demands for equal access to healthcare

2. What stops people from accessing healthcare?
• Fear – due to the hostile environment, people worry about being asked for ID and 

proof of address. They also fear being reported to the Home Office (data being 
shared).

• Embarrassment
• Refused application – some of you discussed your experiences of being turned 

away by GP receptionists, and in one instance, someone had applied to 25 
different GPs over 6 years and were refused each time for various reasons.

3. So, what are the rules? 

• Primary Care – basic healthcare: This is the starting point of when one is 
accessing healthcare. It includes the GP service, health visits at school etc.  
All service at GP practice is free to use regardless of immigration status.  
You do not need a fixed address, or identification. You have a right to register! 
Prescriptions can also be free if you have a HC2 Certificate and Migrants Organise 
can help you in applying and getting the HC2 Certificate.

• Secondary Care – Hospital: This is treatment that you get at the hospital.  
If you are not ordinarily resident, you are considered an overseas visitor.

• There is a charge for secondary NHS care as an overseas visitor.
• Very often, checks for eligibility will be carried out when accessing services and 

this includes ID checks
• Data is shared between the NHS and the Home Office

The rules on NHS charging are complex and some exemptions apply. We strongly 
encourage you to seek specialist advice if you receive a bill from the NHS. 
 
More information on this can be found on www.patientsnotpassports.co.uk

http://www.patientsnotpassports.co.uk
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4. Payment upfront or after?

When can payments be made for use of secondary care?

• A doctor makes the decision on if a treatment is urgent and if it should be 
paid upfront or after

• Importantly though: Always seek advice with NHS charging. Hospitals often 
get it wrong! 

Demands relating to healthcare:

• Free access to all healthcare at all levels regardless of immigration status. 
• Application form to be more accessible i.e., written in different languages
• Right to data privacy – data sharing should halt!

What are the goals?

• We want to raise awareness about the hostile environment in the NHS. 
• Run more Know Your Rights sessions
• We want hospitals and other forms of care to join us in opposing the charging 

and data sharing. 
• An end to all charging in the NHS
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X. GUEST SPEAKER:  
     Mea from Kids of Colour

1. Purpose + Objectives:
This week we heard from Mea, a project officer from Kids of Colour. Our primary 
objective was simply to listen to her story and the mission of Kids of Colour.

2. Who are KOC?
Kids of Colour (KOC), founded in 2018 by Roxy Legane, is a platform for young 
people of colour to come together and speak about their everyday experiences 
of racism and other forms of discrimination. Through this platform, young 
people come together to discuss race, identity and culture. KOC also creates 
opportunities for the public to learn directly from young people.

In her presentation, Mea discussed the discriminatory practices that are found 
within schools where young boys and girls of colour are specifically targeted and 
harshly punished over alleged uniform infractions.
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XI. OUR DEMANDS 

In our last session, we worked on our campaign demands. After a long discussion, we agreed 
on the below set of demands as a starting point.  We acknowledged that we might need more 
time to come up with a final version of our demands and that they are still work in progress.  

1. We demand that the Home Office responds to all asylum and immigration  
applications within a three month time period.   
 
1.1 The longer that people are waiting for a response from the Home Office, the 
longer they are unable to work,  are stuck in accommodation which is not fit for 
purpose,  and suffer psychological trauma from being unable to move on with 
their lives. The backlog of applications urgently needs addressing.  
 
1.2 The Home Office has not taken a sustainable approach to dealing with the 
very serious issue of delays to the asylum and immigration process. We demand 
that the Home Office puts structures in place  to deal with the backlog of 
applications.  Staff should receive adequate training to deal with complex cases.  
 
1.3 There should be clear communication channels for people to make enquiries 
related to their case which are easy to access. Regular updates should also be 
provided if in the rare occasion there is a delay beyond the three month period  
of processing an application. There should be a right to appeal for all 
immigration and asylum applications.  

2. We demand that the Home Office treats people with dignity throughout the 
asylum and immigration process. This should include providing adequate 
subsistence and housing which allows people to live in dignity in the community 
whilst their application is being processed.  
 
2.2 The burden of the delays has been placed on the shoulders of people who are 
seeking safe refuge in this country. Destitute asylum seekers have been forced to 
live in emergency accommodation, for extended periods of time, without   
a clear time-frame on when their applications will be processed. Housing people 
in hotels is not the solution to the delays and we demand that the Home Office 
issue a public apology for the inhumane living conditions in hotels. Alongside 
this apology, the Home Office should immediately stop the use of hotels and 
barracks to house people whilst their applications are being processed. 
Instead people should be allowed to live in communities and the Home Office 
should facilitate this to happen by working with local authorities, voluntary 
sector organisations and others .  

3. We demand transparency from the Home Office when making decisions on 
immigration and asylum applications. Home Office staff should be sensitive 
when dealing with people making asylum and immigration applications 
throughout the application process. We expect awareness when dealing with 
vulnerable people and reasonable adjustments should be put in place.   

4. We demand an immediate end to the Hostile Environment policies and 
practices. We demand humane immigration and inclusion policies as outlined  
in the Fair Immigration Charter (www.firmcharter.org.uk).

http://www.firmcharter.org.uk
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GLOSSARY 

HOSTILE ENVIRONMENT – A set of administrative and legislative measures 
designed to make staying in the UK as difficult as possible. It aims to make the 
UK a less attractive destination for migrants, and to encourage those who are 
already in the UK to “self deport”.

POWER – is the ability to act. We all have power and we organise because our 
combined powers produce more impactful results and the change we want to 
see in the world. 

COMMUNITY ORGANISING – Organising is a way of building power for 
social change, by building trust and bringing together people who want to take 
action around shared injustice. 

RELATIONAL POWER – Our power comes from our people – if enough of us 
work together we can change things for the better. 

POWER MAPPING – this is the process of identifying our target and 
supporters. 

ISSUES – A problem is more of a personal issue that affects one person, like 
a child not graduating. The problem becomes an issue when a group of people 
are affected, like 80% of the school is not graduating. 

TACTICS – these are targeted actions taken by a group to achieve their 
strategic aims / campaign goal. 

STRATEGY – A strategy is the design of the campaign combined with an 
analysis of power relationships. 

DEMANDS – These are a set of shared demands for social change that are 
collectively decided on by a group of people affected by an issue.

ACTION – is a collective effort to make improvements in our lives. The more 
organised and connected we are, the more powerful we become and our 
actions grow and have a wider impact.  
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FURTHER READING / WATCHING: 

Learning from migrant struggles of the past: 
BRISTOL BUS BOYCOTT 
https://drive.google.com/drive/folders/1KunjCayaagUhRUE7aKXW4cuuoU_
Yv5U2?usp=sharing 

STRUGGLE FOR MIGRANT AND RACIAL JUSTICE IN BRITAIN:  
LESSONS FROM HISTORY  
https://www.facebook.com/migrantsorganise/videos/481539759896768 

GRUNWICK STRIKE 
https://www.striking-women.org/module/striking-out/grunwick-dispute 
https://www.striking-women.org/comic/jayaben-desai-1933%E2%80%932010 

Community organising theory: 
JANE MCALEVY, NO SHORTCUTS: ORGANISING FOR POWER
(Free version here: No Shortcuts) 

POWER
https://www.justassociates.org/sites/justassociates.org/files/mch3_2011_final_0.pdf

Refugee Week 2021:
NEW DREAMS SHORT FILM:
Inspired by the theme of Refugee Week 2021, ‘We cannot walk alone’, a group of Migrants Organise 
members who are currently navigating the immigration/asylum system have created a short film.
 
Writer/director Tyrell Williams led a series of filmmaking workshops with the group to explore how 
the medium of film can be used to support their activism and campaigns. The film features Nanoutha, 
Ruth, Pela, Fikirte, and Omolola amongst other Migrants Organise members.
https://bird-koi-a9nw.squarespace.com/film
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THE ‘RULES’ OF ORGANISING  

1.     
Never do for others what they can do for themselves. 

2.     
Power is not only what you have but what the enemy thinks you have. 

3.     
If you are not around the table, you are probably on the menu.  

4.     
Always start from where your people are at. 

5.     
Nobody’s going to come to the meeting unless they’ve got a reason to come  

to the meeting.  

6.     
Nobody’s going to come to a meeting unless  

they know about it. 
 
7.     

If an organisation doesn’t grow, it will die. 

8.      
Sometimes winning is losing – do not get co-opted and guard your integrity. 

 
9.      

Not everyone is easy to work with – learn to manage conflict. 

10.   
Anyone can be an organiser, as long as they are willing to learn  

and take action. 

11.   
Practice self-care, build a team, and learn how to delegate.  

12.   
If you’re not fighting for what you want, you don’t want it enough.  

13.   
Repeat. Rinse. Repeat.  

14.   
Celebrate your victories. 



Migrants Organise Ltd 

Registered Charity No. 1077116

A company limited by guarantee No. 3673737 

Registered office: 2 Thorpe Close, London W10 5XL

For more Information about the Community Organising Programme contact:  

maymuna@migrantsorganise.org | heike@migrantsorganise.org

www.migrantsorganise.org

@migrantsorg

If you are able to do so please support our work by making a donation 

https://www.justgiving.com/migrantsorganiseltd
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